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Lexical turnover in this class has been extremely high. We can reconstruct for PUA only *tapa-to split, while for PNUA we can additionally reconstruct *k"iti-to get up (Ca -cap-i-and Az -Aapa-na-; SoPa kwiti-'ki-and Lu kw6:t-ax-). However, classes reflecting the morphology of the old *na-class agree in including verbs describing simple physical events, especially those leaving an imprint (break, twist, smash, split, bend, hit, etc.), even though the actual items are generally not cognate from one language to another.
The PUA *na-class is continued by the SoPa -'ki-/1-na-class, the Mo -?i-/-hi-class, the Mo color-verb class, the Lu -ax-/-iclass, the Cu -yox-/-in-class, the Ca -i-/-inclass, the Se q-class, the Ho k-class, the Pa -n/-S class and equivalents in other Tepiman languages, the Ta -na-/-ca-class, and the Az -ni-/-na-class. Paradigms, in some cases slightly simplified, are presented in tables 1-11.2
Two recurrent problems in reconstruction will be mentioned here. First, it is not always easy to distinguish stative intransitive it is bent from nominalized a bend or mediopassive participle bent, since the latter two can be used as predicates in marks clearly impossible forms. The roots are paka-to tear, yu'm?u-to move, to start, kapV-to cut, to break, -ninci-to shake, ta'kiu-to reduce to small pieces. Type-1 verbs contain medial stops, type-2 verbs contain medial nonstops (or, with ta'kiu-, a medial stop which is invariably hardened). Thus type-1 verbs can undergo stem-internal hardening, type-2 verbs cannot. The suffix -!iuN-found in some forms is the productive punctual suffix in other verb classes and has secondarily intruded into this class to insure that the punctual/durative opposition is rigorously maintained. nonverbal sentences. This facilitates historical reinterpretation of statives as nouns (or participles) and vice versa.
Second, the derivational primacy of intransitive versus transitive themes is ambivalent; either the intransitive is interpreted as a (medio)passive derivative of the transitive, or the transitive is taken as the causative derivative of the intransitive. This results in historical changes such as the rebuilding of the intransitive paradigm by replacing archaic simple (underived) intransitive forms by new intransitive derivatives based on transitive forms. 1.1. I begin by considering the PNUA intransitive paradigm. The reconstructible thematic suffixes are *-ki-(Se -qi-, Ho -k-/-ki-, Lu -ax-) and probably *i-tai-(SoPa t-cai-, Ho t-ta). The latter was specifically distributive, while *-ki-was less specific aspectually.
SoPa and Mo (in the Numic group)
show -ki-and -'ki-, derived from *-ki-by generalization of the i-ablauted form *-k(i)-, which is seen in Ho -ki-n-and Se -k-in(a-) (*-ki-plus *i-na-), and by extension of (punctual) consonant hardening (C -'C) to thematic suffixes as well as root-medial consonants. Lu -ax-derives from *-ki-by spirantization and shift of morpheme boundaries resulting from finalvowel elision (*kwiti-xki-*kit-x *kwo to-x -* kw6 t-ax, the last step showing generalization of -ax at the expense of the less common endings *-ox and *-ix).
Cu has extended *-ax-as *-yax-(now -yox-), and Ca -i-may perhaps be a (slightly irregular) reflex of the same *-yax-. The source of the *y is obscure, but it should be noted that Lu replaces thematic -ax-(and causative equivalent -i-) with morphemes based on an element -ya in some past tense forms. At any rate, the extension of *y in 212 VOL. 44 Cu can be motivated functionally; because of various phonological rules the crucial distinction between intransitive *-ax-and causative *-in-would otherwise be neutralized in the important construction (found in Cu but not Lu) Root-PronominalThematic-Tense characteristic of some tenses. Thus with 3sg -po-we get Root-poyox-Tense (intr.) versus Root-po-n-Tense (caus.), and were it not for the y in -yox-, the former would be Root-po-x-Tense. But before the important set of tense suffixes beginning with q (-qal, -qa, etc.) both x and n are zeroed, so were it not for the y in -yox-, we would get total neutralization as Root-po-0-Tense. The extension of the *y then can be seen as functionally motivated.
1.2. The following is offered as a reasonable approximation to the system of intransitive themes in the PNUA *naclass: punctual *CV'CV-kidurative *CVCV-kidistributive *CV-CVCi-taior *CVCi-taiiterative *CVCV-CV'CV-kiAt least for roots of the shape *CVTV-, with *T a stop, it seems certain that there was a hardened/unhardened opposition *CV'TV-versus *CVTV-, the former basically punctual and the latter nonpunctual (probably occurring in a simple durative with suffix *-ki-as well as in the The type *CV'CV-ki-occurs in SoPa pa'ka-'ki-(contrast paka-'ki-from durative *CCVCV-ki-) and probably Mo qwa'ca-?i-, though in the latter the suffix may not directly reflect *-ki-. Ho punctual ("simplex") forms like ?iwi apparently reflect *CV'CV (i.e., the perfective truncation of punctual *CV'CV-ki), with hardening preserved most clearly in preaspiration of stops (yihti-to run, pl.), and the *-kireappears when any nonzero suffix is present. Neither Mo nor Ho directly preserves durative *CVCV-ki-, filling this gap by extending the productivity of the distributive and/or iterative forms.
However, Lu (like SoPa) appears to preserve the old punctual/durative opposition in the form of vowel-length alternations like kw6t-ax-(*ki'ti-ki-) versus kw6ot-ax-(*kwiti-ki-), reflecting morphologization of formerly redundant lengthening of short stressed vowel before simple but not fortis consonant. Together, SoPa and Lu evidence points to a PNUA opposition *CV'CV-ki-versus *CVCV-ki-of unreduplicated themes. It is possible, however, that this opposition was actualized only for* CVTV-roots with medial stop (it is not certain that nasals, liquids, or semivowels could distinguish simple from fortis varieties).
In Mo, -'ki-/-ki-(the reflex of *-ki-) has been replaced in its original primary function by -?i-(unless this is a phonologically irregular reflex of *-ki-). It survives, however, in its secondary function as part of iterative *CVCV-CV'CV-ki-(now intermittent iterative of the type tani-'ni-ki-), and has been extended to other verb classes as an intermittent iterative suffix (without reduplication). It also survives, in its original primary function (nondistributive, hence mainly punctual) in the colorverb class (puhi-pono-ki-), which has split off from the -?i-/-hi-thematic class.
1.3. A distributive reduplication type *CV-can be reconstructed for PNUA verbs (not only the *na-class). In the *naclass, this probably resulted in a theme *CV-CVCi-tai-, though it is possible that an unreduplicated variant *CVCi-tai-also occurred. In the SoPa type, paki-caireduplication is usually absent, but this is probably because the form is now mainly a plural-subject type, hence dissociated in part from the synchronic distributive reduplication. Ho type c61-ta or cohc6l-ta is frequently but not always reduplicated. Ho 1-ta has been greatly expanded in scope and has been extended to new formations in other verb classes, in the k-class transitive paradigm, etc. SoPa 1-cai-, however, is restricted to the -'ki-/I-na-class intransitive paradigm.
The Ca type -cap--ci-cap-(the reduplicated form occurring in morphologically specifiable environments) is probably a reflex of distributive *(CV-)CVCi-tai-, but has dropped the old thematic suffix.
1.4. The iterative has been subject to extensive analogical reshaping and is thus difficult to reconstruct. I reconstruct the reduplicative segment as bisyllabic (*CVCV-), both for the *na-class and other classes, on the basis of direct or indirect evidence from all four NUA subgroups. The *na-class iterative seems to have ended with *-ki-rather than *i-tai-or a separate iterative ending. The strongest evidence for this is Numic (e.g., SoPa and Mo), since the SoPa iterative uses -'kirather than i-cai-and since in Mo, -ki-/-'kinow survives only as a kind of iterative marker. In Takic (Se, Lu, Cu, Ca) the iterative always ends in *-ki-, though the value of this evidence is diminished by the fact that *-ki-has generalized throughout and has displaced *-tai-even in distributive forms. In Ho, 1-ta (rather than -k-) is now predominant in iterative reduplications such as royai-ya-ta, but this is just one result of the significant expansion of 1-ta to (almost) all nonpunctual themes in the k-class in this language. A special inceptive iterative in -yki (perhaps *-ki preceded by an intrusive morpheme *-yV-) is a probable vestige of an archaic iterative type with *-ki-.
I reconstruct the PNUA iterative as *CVCV-CV'CV-ki-with hardened *'C chiefly on the basis of Numic data. Both SoPa iteratives (unfortunately, no clear example for the -'ki-/-na-class happens to be available) and Mo intermittent iteratives (tani-'ni-ki-) show hardening of the final C in the root. It is conceivable that Proto-Numic extended hardening from (simple) punctual to iterative themes, but there is no particular evidence against PSUA lacked a productive hardened/unhardened stem alternation, mainly because of phonological mergers of the type *C and *'C becoming PSUA *C. The only stop distinguishing reflexes of *C and *'C is the labial stop, since *p is often lenited (e.g., to h) or zeroed in SUA languages which preserve *'p as p or b. However, any aspectual stem alternations (such as *ta'paversus *tapa-for to split) have been leveled out, and this leveling probably preceded PSUA.
1.7. At first sight the comparison of Az -ka-and SoPa -ka-(both intransitive thematic suffixes in the *na-class) invites reconstruction of *-ka-as a PUA durative suffix contrasting with punctual *-0 or *-ki-. However, I regard both the Az and SoPa examples with -ka-as representing independent intrusions of an adjectival suffix *-ka-into the *na-class.
SoPa indeed retains *-ka-in this function; it is added to color verbs before participial -ti-, hence sakwa-ka-ti-blue from sakwa-to be blue. Though color-verb -kaand thematic suffix -ka-in SoPa are synchronically dissociated, I feel they are historically identical and that thematic -ka-is a specialized instance of adjectival *-ka-which has been adopted by the -'ki-/1-na-class (or rather its subdivision type 2). This has been motivated by the fact that without a special durative suffix, type-2 verbs could not express the punctual/durative opposition (very crucial for all SoPa verb classes) since type-2 verbs cannot undergo punctual hardening for phonological reasons (they have no medial stops).
In Proto-Numic, *-ka-was probably a The suggested cognate set for *-ka-involves some apparent difficulties since it includes verbal, adjectival, and nominalziing elements. However, the problems seem surmountable in light of the discussion in 0 above. This cognate set, incidentally, is distinct from those of phonologically similar etyma, such as PNUA agentive *-'ka-and various tense suffixes.
Other than noting that PUA *-ka-was an essentially adjectival element, it is difficult to pin down its precise function (nominalizing, stative aspect, connecting augment) since there has been so much semantic skewing in the various languages. 2) . It is theoretically possible that there was a punctual/durative opposition of *CV'CV-ki-na-versus *CVCV-kina-, at least for roots with medial stop, but there is no direct evidence for this and the idea is based entirely on structural analogy from the intransitive paradigm.
We now move on
The form *CVCV-mi-na-is apparently based on *CVCV-mi with plural suffix *-mi. In Ho, some k-class roots like p6ro to be perforated; a perforation can be formally verbal or nominal, and in the latter case can be pluralized (p6ro-m group of holes). The construction *CVCV-mi-na can then be taken as the causative with *i-na-of a predicate-nominal use of *CVCV-mi (e.g., it is a group of holes).
The complex paradigm is best preserved in Ho (q6hi-k-na, ripa-m-na) and Se (nib-k-ina-, nibi-m-ina-). That the theme in *-mi-na-was built on unhardened *CVCV-(rather than *CV'CV-) is shown by indirect phonological evidence-the stress placement in Ho and the retention of the root-final V in Se.
Cupan (Lu, Cu, Ca) generally abandons the complex paradigm, but vestiges survive. Ca -capa-m-n-reflects *CVCV-mi-na-, and the reduplicated variant -ca-spa-m-imay be from *-ca-capa-mi-n-with later irregular loss of the final *n. Ca has intransitive -ca-spa-m-, which may be another trace of the old predicate-nominal type *CVCV-mi presumed to underlie the more common causative theme *CVCVmi-na-.
In Cu, the puzzling repeated /-ma-/ in plural subject-marking pronominals inserted between root and causative thematic suffix, for example, 3pl -pa?mo-from /-po-m(o)-mo-/ before causative -(i)n-(contrast 3pl -pomo-before intransitive thematic suffix), may be a specialized reflex of *-mi in *CVCV-mi.
2.3. There are possible vestiges of the complex paradigm in SoPa as well, notably in type-2 -'ki-/-na-class causatives (-ninci-'ki-rjki, etc.). Here thematic -'ki-(punctual) or -ki-(durative) is followed by benefactive -1ki-, which here has causative sense. In the case of-ninci-, -r1ki-is used after -'kibut omitted after -ki-, while for -ta'kiu-we get -jki-in both forms.
In one way or another, SoPa -'ki-jki- and -ki-iki-probably reflect the complex transitive structure *CV'CV-ki-na-. Perhaps -iki-itself was originally *I-na-plus *-ki-, the latter possibly identical to (normally intr.) thematic suffix *-ki-seen above. However, it is also possible that -riki-has simply replaced older *i-na-in these forms.
The reason SoPa type-2 (but not type-1) -'ki-/I-na-class verbs preserved this construction was that it enables them to maintain the punctual/durative opposition (chiefly by distinguishing -'ki-from -ki-before -qki-). Type-1 verbs are phonologically capable of hardening the rootmedial stop to express the punctual and thus have no need of aspectual oppositions in the suffix.
All in all, then, the simple paradigm is preserved clearly in SoPa (type 1) and in Cupan (Lu, Cu, Ca), while the complex paradigm is preserved in Ho and Se and leaves vestiges in SoPa and Cupan. Because both paradigms thus cut across subgroup divisions it is quite probable that both occurred in PNUA. Whether this means that there was free variation, or some criterion was used to divide *na-class roots into two types, is not clear. One possibility is that the SoPa distribution is archaic, with the simple paradigm typical of roots capable of stem-internal hardening to mark punctual aspect, while the complex paradigm was used with other roots and permitted suffixal expression of the punctual/ durative opposition. 2.4. SoPa has recently (since ProtoNumic) split *"-na-into two suffixes, punctual 1-n?a-and durative i-na-. This is a further extension of consonantal hardening as a punctual morphophonemic change affecting thematic suffixes (as well as many roots); note intransitive -'ki-from *-ki-. Since SoPa has no opposition 'n versus n (i.e., fortis versus lenis n), glottalization has been called upon as the manifestation of hardening. Glottalization of nonstops as ., 1969) . The base forms of the transitive suffixes are /-na-/ and /-sa-/, and the latter reflects *-ca-. The root is /ta: pa-/ to split. a correlate of hardening (gemination) of stops is found also in some SoPa reduplication types.
2.5. As in the intransitive, reconstruction of PNUA transitive forms is made difficult by the possibilities for analogical reshaping based on unreduplicated forms in each language. An educated guess would be *CVCV-CV'Ci-na-for the simple paradigm and *CVCV-CV'CV-ki-na-(in the latter case, stem hardening may have been vacuous for phonological reasons) for the complex one. These are simple reduplicated forms of the punctuals, just as in the intransitive it seems that the iterative was based on the punctual (rather than distributive) form.
However, there is another possibility. Se has causative frequentatives with thematic suffix -ab(a-) in the q-class for certain roots (generally CVCVC-, i.e., *CVCVCV-). This may match Mo iterative -'pa?i-, which can be etymologically analyzed as *-pa-plus punctual thematic suffix -?i-, before which hardening regularly applies. So a PNUA iterative *CVCV-pa-, or reduplicated *CVCV-CVCV-pa-, is conceivable for the transitive paradigm. It appears that hardening did not take place before *-pa-, so Mo shows qwaca-ca-'pa?i-rather than *qwaca-'ca-'pa?i-; contrast tani-'niki-showing hardening in intermittent iteratives with -ki-. PSUA probably had one or more iterative and/or intensive reduplications in the transitive *-na-class paradigm, but it is difficult to decide which thematic suffix was used. Reconstruction of *CV-CVCVna-and/or *CV-CVCV-ca-would probably not be too far from the mark.
2.6. There are several remaining problems, including a possibly reconstructible element *-yV-. Consider Ho laq-toy-na, lai-toy-ni-ta, and royai-ya-toy-na. Here we find an element -toy-replacing distributive i-ta when directly followed by causative 1-na-. Since -ta is replaced by -tota in some plural-subject forms, we can perhaps isolate *-tu-and hence take -toy-as *-tu-yVand -tota as *-tu-ta. This *-yV-brings to mind the -y-in Ho inceptive iterative -yki (which includes thematic -ki). In both cases the *-yVelement occurs as a kind of linking element in a nonpunctual k-class theme.
A possible cognate shows up in the Ca distributive type -ce-cip-ay-n-(reduplicated -ce-ca-spa:-n-), apparently reflecting *-citapa-y(a)-n-; synchronic morpheme boundaries are debatable. The -n-here is perhaps related to distributive -n-in a few Ho forms like r6: yai-n-ta, and a relationship to a suffixal cognate set pointing to PUA continuative (past) *-ni-is possible (SoPa -n?i-, Ya -n, Hu narrative -ni-). As in Ho, Ca *-yV-(*-ya-) seems to be a linking element in nonpunctual *-na-class themes. However, it is not clear exactly where *-yV- TABLE 11 for the *-na-class generally support the view that UA is divided into two basic genetic divisions, NUA and SUA. It is possible to show how the NUA *-na-class systems derived from PNUA, and how the SUA systems derived from PSUA, by positing rather distinct PNUA and PSUA systems as suggested above. Among many notable differences are: (a) the fact that PNUA had i-ablaut with *i-na-and *i-ca-, while PSUA had nonablauting *-na-, *-ca-; (b) PNUA intransitive forms had thematic suffixes (*-ki-, *I-tai-) while PSUA had suffixless forms; (c) PNUA but not PSUA had a complex transitive paradigm (*CV'CV-ki-na-, *CVCV-mi-na-); and (d) PNUA but apparently not PSUA had participials *-'pi-, *i-pi-, and *-'pi-. In conjunction with accumulating evidence from other historical investigations it now seems unlikely that the genetic split between NUA and SUA can be seriously disputed.
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